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Abstract
While there have been several studies conducted to account for the variability in memory that
occurs in a single person over a substantial extent of time, there are no significant data that aim
to account for fluctuations in memory ability that occur in relatively shorter time spans. This
study was designed to determine if shortterm variability in human memory (within minutes or
hours) can be computationally accounted for by external factors, or if there simply exist certain
endogenous states of the brain that are better suited for memory than others, and the brain
internally fluctuates between these favorable and unfavorable states in a given amount of time.
Participants were repeatedly situated in a room devoid of external stimuli, distractions, and
agitations while completing a ninetyminute free recall experiment to measure their changes in
memory ability throughout the task. This variance was then computationally analyzed to
determine if a model of explanatory variables could be generated to account for a significant
portion of its existence. It was predicted that much of this inconsistency in memory would be
inexplicable though the remaining external variables not controlled for by the experiment, thus
resulting in the conclusion that the portions of the brain responsible for memory oscillate among
internal states that are either more or less effective than others, regardless of changes in the
environment. This research will allow for the advancement of memory revitalization therapies in
patients with neurodegenerative diseases, and will provide new insights into the study of human
memory systems.
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Personal Statement
Without delving too deeply into all of the philosophical aspects of my interests, the
human brain is a subject that fascinates me greatly due to its extreme complexity and seemingly
impossible functions. The brain is who each of us is, and controls everything about us. From a
broad viewpoint, understanding the brain is the key to understanding aspects of humanity that
seem inexplicable alone.
How does a high school student acquire such an intense passion for a subject like
neuroscience? Before I had discovered my interest in the brain, I was doing what almost every
high school student does to some degree: showing up to classes and studying for my tests to get
good grades. It was not until I took AP Psychology in my junior year of high school that I
discovered a genuine interest in the subject material 
beyond
what was written in the textbook.
Soon, I found myself looking up neuroscience articles about the brain and staying after class to
ask my teacher questions about material that was far outside the syllabus.
Meanwhile, I was participating in a program through the Fox Chase Cancer Center called
the TRIP Initiative (a name that I am proud to take credit for), doing research about olfactory
responses in cancerous fruit flies. This program helped me expand my practical science
experiences, as I felt the desire to find a more applicationbased environment in which to learn
science than a high school classroom. Here, I found in myself a passion for research as I stood
proudly in front of a symposium of scientists and presented the findings of my research.
Fueled by the combination of my newfound interest in the brain and my passion for
research, I decided to seek out a research opportunity in neuroscience. In reading about
neuroscience research, I came across the Computational Memory Lab at UPenn. The

computational means of brain research intrigued me, as I already possessed a programming
background, so I personally contacted the PI to inquire about in internship over the summer.
While the lab does not normally accept high school students, he was particularly impressed with
my qualifications and interview, and was happy to invite me into his lab.
When I began my research project in the lab, I had taken AP Statistics and AP Calculus
AB, scoring a 5 on both exams. Little did I know that I would have to learn almost all of the
statistics and math I used in my project for the first time on my own. From multiple regression
models and onesample ttests to confidence intervals and standard deviations, the statistics I
used to complete this project were either completely new to me or never practiced enough for me
to use. Therefore, I spent a lot of time on the internet learning or asking grad students for their
help running statistical analyses of my data.
While I considered math to be fairly fun (as nerdy as that sounds), I had never really
taken an interest in the subject because I was simply never convinced of the real world
applications for the concepts we learned. However, in completing this research project, I found
that I had to use my calculus skills in creating geometric and arithmetic series equations to
computationally loop through giant datasets. Statistics came alive for me when the coefficient of
determination of a multiple regression model I created helped me make conclusions about the
effects that sleep and time of day have on memory.
I think the most common pitfall for high school students is that they care more about
grades rather than learning. I know, because I was the same way. My advice to all high school
students is to take periodic breaks from obsessing over grades and really understand what it is
they are learning and how it applies to the world. Doing so allows for the discovery of a genuine

passion, something that one would want to immerse his or herself into even if it were not
required. My advice to someone who has discovered their passion and wants to undertake a
project combining math and science would be to be open to learning things they may never have
even heard of before. I would advise to not get discouraged if you find that the research you want
to do involves topics beyond the scope of your high school curriculum, and instead to embrace
this as a challenge to learn much more than you could ever learn in class. Do not just stick to
topics you are comfortable with in doing your research; go above and beyond to learn more
about the science and math you will be integrating in your project, and you will find it to be
invaluable.

Research Section
Human memory is undeniably variable. It is evident that no two people can have the
exact same memory capacity; however, it is also palpable that a single person’s individual
memory is extremely inconsistent. It has been shown that there are several factors that could
account for such variation; for example, differences in a person’s memory across his or her
lifespan could be accounted for by age and neuroplasticity, while differences across years could
be accounted for by factors such as maturation and experience (Maylor 1998; Stebbins et al.,
2002; Tisserand, McIntosh, van der Veen, Backes, & Jolles, 2005). On the other hand, memory
discrepancies become more difficult to account for when variability occurs from one hour to the
next, or furthermore, from minute to minute. With near constant external conditions in such short
amounts of time, it is possible that there exist certain concrete external variables that can account
for such differences. At the same time, it could also be the case that such differences are
inexplicable by external factors, and that the brain is simple better suited for cognitive tasks at
certain times than others. The question becomes, are there concrete underlying factors that can
neatly account for such variability, or do there simply exist certain endogenous states of the brain
which are in turn better or worse suited for memory formation? The answer to this question has
several pragmatic uses in science, and it also exposes the extent of human knowledge about the
brain. If there truly do exist certain factors which, when working in unison, affect a person’s
memory abilities, such information would be useful to both the average person and to
psychologists, who are motivated to pursue the most ideal conditions for encoding and retrieval.
They would be able to directly control certain environmental factors, which, in turn, would
predictably affect memory. Furthermore, this information could be applied in the treatment of

patients with neurodegenerative diseases in their memory revitalization therapies, to make sure
they are constantly in situations that promote good memory. If it is the case that, regardless of all
external conditions holding constant, the brain still possesses certain effective and ineffective
states, then this discovery warrants much further research into what exactly causes these shifts.
Analyses were also conducted to determine whether memory variability over a slightly longer
interval, from day to day, could be accounted for by different external variables. Studies have
shown that amount of sleep is related to quality of memory in terms of encoding and retrieving
abilities (Fowler, Sullivan, & Ekstrand, 1973; Ekstrand, Barrett, West, & Maier, 1977). Barrett
and Ekstrand (1972) also studied the effects of time of day of sleep cycles on memory. Due to
the presence of different factors affecting a person’s encoding and retrieving abilities from across
these larger time periods, it was more likely variability could be more significantly accounted for
by some of these variables. Thus, we wanted to see controlling for certain daytoday factors
compares to controlling the effects of a much larger portion of the possible minutetominute
factors affecting memory. Participants completed 24 free recall sessions across several days. In
each session, they were presented with twentyfour different lists of words, and asked to freely
recall as many of the words as they could after each list. The data for each person were then
analyzed to determine variability in list performance within one session, and also variability in
performance across all sessions. See ’Experimental Paradigm’ section for a more comprehensive
explanation of the experiment. A study conducted at the Rotman Research Institute of Baycrest
proved that, especially in older adults, auditory distraction stimuli have disruptive effects on
cognitive tasks, such as word recall (Craik 2014). Similarly, much research has shown that
memory is impaired while multitasking and also suffers due to external interference (Clapp,

Rubens, Sabharwal, & Gazzaley, 2011; Clapp, & Gazzaley, 2012; Clapp, Rubens, & Gazzaley,
2009; Wais, Martin, & Gazzaley, 2012). As a consequence, our research aims to eliminate
almost every possible external distraction that could potentially explain memory variability.
However, for across session variability, which exists due to factors that change in a participant’s
environment or lifestyle from day to day, there are a multitude of such possible variables. Many
that can be quantifiably accounted for include practice effects, hours of sleep the night before,
alertness levels, time of day, and which day of the week the session occurs on; these are but a
few of the factors that change from day to day and may affect memory. Accounting for variables
that could cause listtolist variability within one session, however, becomes more difficult as
most of the environmental distractions and variations were held constant. Possible causes of
variability could arise from memory fatigue, so performance would be expected to decrease as
the experiment proceeds. Older participants were also given a break after every eight lists, so it
was hypothesized that performance would decrease every eight lists, and then spike.
Additionally, individual qualities about the words themselves which are being presented could
account for this variability, if certain words were better suited for memorization and recall than
others. Moreover, a participant’s performance on the prior list could be used as a predictor for
performance on the next list; for example, if a participant was aware that his or her recall on the
previous list was low, the participant might resolve to try a lot harder on the next list. All of these
factors are potential explanatory variables of the disparity that exists in short term human
memory, and this research aims to determine if these factors, when combined into the predictive
model, can account for variability.
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